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bythe Critical scholars for/years ard then Graf and Welihausen came and turned
E

the whole thing around. They cut the/n document into two parts, and ixix they

put it in the very end. And the great critical scholars like Wellhausen and the

main leaders of the Higher Criticism, as long as they lived rejected Graf Welihausen

location of the ih ole k thing. Now, today, I think that ... it is the most advanced

--and first of all, a ra-t- great many conservative scholars tio didn't accept it

at all. And there were ac individuals who . . but I was speaking of how the great

critical scholars , the older ones failed . . Ahe younger men as they come on,

thought how Graf's theory fit with the idea of development of Monotheism rather

than ... and they .. and so to them ..

Ans. I would say that the young man should go to get a training under people with

whom they ... attitudes ... you go to get your training with people whose basis

attitudes you disagree .. they have years and years of study and it is foolish to

think that you can contradict their thesis. I've had people who say, Oh, my

" . why should I come to a fundamental seminary. I say suppose your faith in

medicine is strong eeg- enough not to be injured by going to a law school.

It wont make you a good doctor to go to a law school. . . the basic views thatc

you wont to advance, but there are other reasons wh' a person finds himself in

places where his basic viewpoing is k different from that of the people. There

is no question of that . I would say that in such a case rarely is study ... you
convinced

are going to converct the professor right away , because the man who is ,a-tist

the professor is wrong, and comes right up and gives his arguments, usually doesn't

know a tenth as much as this professor who has studied many years, and even though

the student may be right and the professor wrong, the professor knows so much more

ae- about it ... go where you can agree with the basic teaching, but if you find it
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